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Cell membranes
are 

crucial to the life of the cell

Cell membranes
are 

crucial to the life of the cell
The plasma membrane encloses the cell, 

defines its boundaries, 
and maintains the essential differences 

between the cytosol and extracellular environment





Lipid composition of the biological membranes



Fluid mosaic model for membrane structure

(5~8 nm)



Amphipathic lipid aggreagates that forn in water





Lipid bilayer:
- self-sealing properties
- fluidity 

ideal str. for cell memb.



Asymmetric distribution of phospholipids

determined by treating the intact 
cells with phospholipase C

Lipid asymmetry is functionally 
important. Many cytosolic proteins 

bind to specific lipid head groups.



Motion of membrane lipids

Transition
temperature



The mixing of plasma memb. proteins on mouse-human hybrid cells 
(lateral diffusion)



Measuring the rate of lateral diffusion of a membrane proteins 

(Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching)



(Fluorescence loss in photobleaching)



Freeze-fracture technique



Restricted motion of the erythrocyte
chloride-bicarbonate exchanger



Membrane proteins
perform most of the specific functions of memb.
the amounts and types of proteins in a memb. are highly variable 

Typical plasma memb.: ~ 50% of its mass
Nerve cell axon: less than ~ 25% of memb. mass
Mitochondria inner memb.: ~ 75% 

Transmembrane protein

Peripheral membrane protein
Integral membrane protein
Lipid-anchored membrane protein

Membrane proteins associates with the lipid bilayer



Peripheral and integral proteins

Annexin V

Ca2+

Calcium-dependent
(negative charged) phospholipid
binding protein

* propidium iodide (PI)



Integral membrane proteins



Bacteriorhodopsin
(a light-driven proton pump)



Hydropathy plots





Integral proteins mediate 
cell-cell interactions and adhesion



Membrane fusion is 
central to many 
biological processes



Membrane fusion during viral entry into a host cell





HA: hemagglutinin









H: hemagglutinin (16)
N: neuraminidase (9)

* Influenza viruse (AI, SI)



The role of SNAREs in guiding vesicular transport
(SNAREs and targeting GTPase, Rabs)

> 20 different SNAREs

* SNARE: Soluble N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor Attachment protein Receptor












